Abstract: Watching the evolution of the Semantic Web (SW) from its inception to these days we can easily observe that the main task the developers face while building it is to encode the human knowledge into ontologies and the human reasoning into dedicated reasoning engines. Now, the SW needs to have efficient mechanisms to access information by both humans and artificial agents. The most important tools in this context are ontologies. The last years have been dedicated to solving the infrastructure problems related to ontologies: ontology management, ontology matching, ontology adoption, but as time goes by and these problems are better understood the research interests in this area will surely shift towards the way in which agents will use them to communicate between them and with humans. Despite the fact that interface agents could be bilingual, it would be more efficient, safe and swift that they should use the same language to communicate with humans and with their peers. Since anthropocentric systems entail nowadays multimodal interfaces, it seems suitable to build multimodal ontologies. Generic ontologies are needed when dealing with uncertainty. Multimodal ontologies should be designed taking into account our way of thinking (mind maps, visual thinking, feedback, logic, emotions, etc.) and also the processes in which they would be involved (multimodal fusion and integration, error reduction, natural language processing, multimodal fission, etc.). By doing this it would be easier for us (and also fun) to use ontologies, but in the same time the communication with agents (and also agent to agent talk) would be enhanced. This is just one of our conclusions related to why building generic multimodal ontologies is very important for future semantic web applications.
Introduction
The Knowledge Society (KS) is a society where information is the primary resource which can be consumed by both humans and machines. If we want to build such a society in a proper way we need different kinds of infrastructure: hardware, software, organizational, etc. SW and SW ( [1] , [2] , [3] , and [4] ) is one of those disruptive technologies which tend to be talked about years before their coming of age. One of the visions presented in [1] was that of agents replacing humans for simple everyday tasks like buying tickets for a concert or making appointments to the doctor. The main reason why this vision hasn't yet come to life is one that is now well understood and also explained in the article's revision [2] : encoding the human knowledge into ontologies and the human reasoning into dedicated reasoning engines is not an easy task. This process requires trans-disciplinary knowledge, dedicated tools and repositories, and advanced techniques from mathematics, logics and software. It is in fact an extremely difficult procedure which relies entirely on the cooperation between hundreds or thousands of organizations and different standards. Since the standardization processes take a long time even in these days and the time of adoption for new technologies is sometimes around 2-3 years at least, we should not be surprised that it will take a while until the SW reaches the critical mass.
Ontologies represent the key to a successful communication between human and agents if they are done right. We are only beginning to understand the implications of using the ontologies for the great tasks we assigned for them, but some problems like ontology management (versioning, change, tools and standards), ontology matching (finding correspondences between different ontologies) and the adoption of ontologies on large scale by developers and users proved to be quite challenging. Ontology dynamics is definitely a field on which we should keep an eye on. According to [30] there is still no clear winner in the process of ontology matching (in other words: a standard or a methodology with clear rules to match almost everything automatically or semi-automatically since sometimes humans will need to check the results). Therefore we should not be surprised, when reading a journal or conference proceeding, that most of the articles refer to these tasks rather than to the desired using of ontologies which is to give agents a way of understanding our world and reason about it. It is the way things should be: in order to build a functional system we always need to have its parts figured out. We should however not lose sight of the system we need to build and this is one of the purposes of this paper: to look at the current state of the art in several fields of study and see if we are heading in the right direction. In this context we will especially examine some problems related to the multimodal communication between human and agent and try to see how they are solved by using ontologies.
Rationale and Approach: Why Complicate Things and Use
Generic Multimodal Ontologies?
First we need to clear one question: what is an ontology? Some answers to this (and also some examples of how to use ontologies) can be found in [12] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [22] , [23] and [31] . The classic definition proposed by Gruber tells us that an ontology is "explicit specification of a conceptualization" [12] . This definition is examined and extended by many papers, most recently by Guarino, Oberle and Staab in [16] which also focuses on the importance of "shared explicit specifications" because without commiting to ontologies every agent would understand something else (they also take the opportunity to revise the semiotic triangle). Ontologies are us, Mika's thesis [23] is a simple yet powerful statement. It tells us that since we are the ones who design the ontologies they will only express what we want them to express and will sometimes be useless without the context in which they have been created.
The main problem when designing ontologies is to carefully choose the concepts within a domain and the relationships between them in such a way as the ontology to be well founded because "any ontology will always be less complete and less formal than it would be desirable in theory" [16] . In the light of this statement it should become quite clear why we sometimes need to use generic ontologies: there is simply no other way to address the problem of uncertainty when developing ontologies than genericity. Nowadays there are probably thousands of ontologies in use, but if the SW will ever look like Berners-Lee's visions then ontologies will be common place for every designer, developer or user. Usually an ontology only addresses the problems from a narrow field of knowledge (domain ontology) so it is not uncommon that applications may use many ontologies for different purposes. In some of these cases it is useful to also use upper level ontologies which are general ontologies that represent concepts that are the same across all domains. A unique upper level ontology which should encompass all the human knowledge is not feasible and will never be built because of practical reasons (each society has its concepts, every field of knowledge has a certain language to protect itself, etc.), but upper level ontologies are used for mediation mainly in the idea that universal agreement between different ontologies will be/is possible. In other cases in order to use different ontologies the applications will use ontology matching schemes like those discussed in [10] . Since ontologies are the building blocks of SW, any application from this area must use them, even if that means adding layers of complexity because of the matching process, APIs, uncertainty. For everybody working in the IT industry these days it should be clear that the medium in which we work is becoming more and more like OHDUE (Open Heterogenous Dynamic Uncertain Environment) [8] and ontologies are part of this medium. These issues are addressed in articles and books like [10] , [19] , [30] (ontology matching), [26] (automatic generation of ontology APIs), [8] (OHDUE, agents). Because the field of ontology engineering is becoming more popular we should not be surprised that we will also hear a lot about the ontology driven software engineering. Ontology Driven Information Systems (ODIS) [36] is just one of the recent examples which fell into this category.
Given all these complications that appear when designing and working with ontologies it is interesting to ask a new question: why would we want to complicate our life even more by using multimodal ontologies? It is not enough that the ontology management or ontology matching problems still pose so many challenges? Are these new breed of ontologies even feasible?
Certainly from a user's perspective multiple modalities to enter input into a system (touch, voice, mouse, pen, etc.) can only mean increased usability (do we need to remember how touch screens became the norm in the mobile phones industry after iPhone was launched?), while from a developer's perspective this means that software gets even more complicated than it is now. This is the right moment for such a development since for the multiple streams of data that come with multimodal communication we need distributed systems. Since multi-core processors are now luckily the norm in desktop computing we should have no problem (at least not hardware) dealing with the huge flux of data. In the past 40 years scientists have developed different mechanisms for getting audio, video and touch input, but the integration of all five senses in the communication between man and machine remains a dream. It is enough however to use one sense in different ways (for example for seeing we have images, text, video) to be able to speak about multimodal communication. In this respect different research groups (most notably [29] ) started to develop also multimodal ontologies, but most of them took the approach of developing different ontologies for text, images, video or voice and then use ontology alignment to match them (multimodal integration through ontology matching [29] ). A multimodal ontology gets us all the benefits of having such different ontologies. Like all things in life, multimodal ontologies do not come without bad parts (even harder to design, mantain and match), but they are definitely closer to our way of thinking. Is this a sufficient reason to try it? It might not be, but it is not the only one. The usage of multimodal ontologies will allow us to give a more natural, even realistic, feeling during communication between agents and humans, enhanced usability, the possibility to model mechanisms that are closer to the way we understand the world (diagrams, mind maps, feedback, brainstorming, slides, visual thinking, and others). It should be clear that it's not just art for art's sake, but rather art for a better life in the future.
Generic Multimodal Ontologies for Human-Agent Interaction
The process of multimodal ontology modeling is still open to exploratory research because ontologies are not everywhere. Without ontologies for all possible fields, and tools to match these ontologies it is debatable whether we will achieve an efficient semantic web, but rather the illusion of a semantic web maintained by few successful applications in certain areas (like social networking, language translation or medicine). Since multimodal communication is difficult to process it is clear that in the first phase of any research regarding this subject, the communication between agents and humans will not be efficient. The question we need to ask ourselves in this situation is: If it is not efficient why should we bother at all to try something like this? The answer is simple and is typical for exploratory research: It takes time to find the best way to integrate multiple streams of data in an efficient manner and it also takes time to develop efficient ontology matching processes for such tasks. The role of exploratory research is to discover niches. The task of creating efficient mechanisms is one best suited for incremental research. Since this area of research is relatively new there is enough room for exploratory research and for breakthroughs.
Generic ontologies are rarely used by developers. Most of the articles present different ontologies and clearly state that they do not use generic ontologies because the problem's domain was well understood. Generic ontologies are best suited for modelling as we can see from [17] , and [13] . It is easier to say you have an ontology with few concepts and not define all of them when doing modelling. The task of defining all the concepts and relationships between them is one that remains to the ontology engineer or to the developer. When dealing with models that are related to multimodal communication it makes sense to use generic multimodal ontologies. It also makes sense to use a generic ontology whenever dealing with uncertainty as suggested by [8] [28] .
The agents of tomorrow will be built taking into account recent findings like the requirementsdriven self-reconfiguration [6] , multi-party, multi-issue, multi-strategy negotiation [35] , natural language [18] , and controlled natural language [32] . If we are to follow Berners-Lee vision from [1] we absolutely need to integrate such findings into our work. In fact according to [18] ontologies are the "common ground for virtual humans". Their architecture suggests using multimodal communication, but this is not clearly stated in the article since the ontology is not multimodal. If we look at [6] and [35] we can envision agents that dynamically change their strategies according to the environment and the context of conversations. This requires designing flexible ontologies, another reason to make them generic.
The agents must use ontologies if they are to understand something from this world. They also need to share them and commit to them if we want them to be able to talk between them. The multimodal ontology helps in some of the phases of multimodal communication: fusion and integration (getting the input from different channels), natural language processing, disambiguation, error reduction and fission (preparing the output). When designing a multimodal ontology one must also take into account the problems related to designing multimodal systems as described in [25] , and also the medium in which these agents will evolve because an agent that needs to evolve in the urban computing environment [34] will have different needs than an agent that just surfs the web. The focus of research is usually on multimodal fusion, but a recent survey [9] shows that the interest in multimedia fission is increasing. Designing a multimodal ontology thus requires taking into account all these findings because the agent must be able to give us a response not only to understand our requirements. Probably one of the big challenges ahead is to annotate the multimodal content in real-time. This is particularly hard to do for video content, but not impossible, as [27] suggests. M3O (Multimedia Metadata Ontology) allows us to annotate the multimedia content from a page to retrieve it easier. If such ontologies will be improved then the road to the visions from [1] will be shorter.
Related Work
The current state of the art in multimodal HCI is presented in [7] and [20] . One of the conclusions from [7] leaves further space for improvements: "most researchers process each channel (visual, audio) independently, and multimodal fusion is still in its infancy". The same can be rendered as true for the multimodal ontologies too. Since [7] is more recent we will use it as a basis for further investigation in this field.
Since there are only few interesting articles related to multimodal ontologies every year, we have selected a few of them to be used as basis for future research.
When searching for definitions related to ontologies and trends in the field of ontology development /matching some of the best research groups in the world are the ones from Trento (LOA and University of Trento), and Koblenz-Landau. Many of the articles cited in this paper come from some of the members of the Trento group: [6] , [10] , [16] , [17] , [30] . These are related to definitions of ontology, ontology matching, and modelling with ontologies. We have also used articles from the Koblenz-Landau group: [6] , [26] , [27] related to definitions, automatic generations of ontology APIs and M3O.
One interesting idea is that of multimodal context-aware interaction presented by Cearreta and his team in [5] . If we have to model emotions there might be no other solution than to use multimodal ontologies combined with special reasoners. Another article related to our subject is [29] . Their approach of using different ontologies for text and images and then use ontology matching can definitely be improved on the long term. They clearly state that for the moment multimodal ontology do not offer fast communication, but that in time speed might be improved. Also [24] , [32] and [33] study the relationships between Natural Language Processing (NLP) and SW. The work of these research groups must be studied. One of them [32] is from Southampton, one of the workplaces of Timothy Berners-Lee.
When it comes to generic ontologies and tools for working with ontologies, one of the best research groups that needs to be followed is Stanford's [11] , [28] . Their work on biomedicine ontologies and Protégé is fundamental.
Conclusions and Future Work
The SW tools are now an important part of the IT industry, the main clients coming from the fields of biomedicine, aeronautics, automotive, government and local administrations, and media. This sudden interest might be related to the success of social media [14] , [21] and means that developers are starting to tap into the potential promises of the field. Even so there is a lot of work to be done regarding multimodal ontologies. The reason is one that was mentioned several times during this paper: the task of designing such ontologies is still difficult. As we do not have yet universal methods for ontology matching we do not have a clear methodology of designing multimodal ontologies (regardless of the fact that they are generic or not).
The main advantages of using generic multimodal ontologies should be better understood now: they offer us a modality to design the process of communication with agents as close to our way of thinking as possible and also play a very important role in several phases of the multimodal communication (multimodal fusion and integration, disambiguation, NLP, error reduction, multimodal fission, etc.). The main disadvantage will probably be efficiency for the next years, but given the exploratory nature of the research this is normal.
The future work of our group will consider implementing new mechanisms for linking the generic multimodal ontologies and affective interfaces with recent research in Semantic Web and HCI in a 3 years interval (during the PhD studies of the first author). The objectives are to be fulfilled involving European teams of researchers interested in this kind of projects.
